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Abstract
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The microservice architecture has dramatically reduced user
effort in adopting and maintaining servers by providing a
catalog of functions as services that can be used as building
blocks to construct applications. This has enabled datacenter
operators to look at managing datacenter hosting microservices quite differently from traditional infrastructures. Such
a paradigm shift calls for a need to rethink resource management strategies employed in such execution environments.
We observe that the visibility enabled by a microservices execution framework can be exploited to achieve high throughput and resource utilization while still meeting Service Level
Agreements, especially in multi-tenant execution scenarios.
In this study, we present GrandSLAm, a microservice execution framework that improves utilization of datacenters
hosting microservices. GrandSLAm estimates time of completion of requests propagating through individual microservice
stages within an application. It then leverages this estimate
to drive a runtime system that dynamically batches and reorders requests at each microservice in a manner where individual jobs meet their respective target latency while achieving high throughput. GrandSLAm significantly increases
throughput by up to 3× compared to the our baseline, without violating SLAs for a wide range of real-world AI and ML
applications.
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1

Introduction

The microservice architecture along with cloud computing
is dramatically changing the landscape of software development. A key distinguishing aspect of the microservice architecture is the availability of pre-existing, well-defined and
implemented software services by cloud providers. These
microservices can be leveraged by the developer to construct
their applications without perturbing the underlying hardware or software requirements. The user applications can,
therefore, be viewed as an amalgamation of microservices.
The microservice design paradigm is widely being utilized
by many cloud service providers driving technologies like
Serverless Computing [3, 5, 13, 14, 19, 20].
Viewing an application as a series of microservices is helpful especially in the context of datacenters where the applications are known ahead of time. This is in stark contrast
to the traditional approach where the application is viewed
as one monolithic unit and instead, lends a naturally segmentable structure and composition to applications. Such
behavior is clearly visible for applications constructed using
artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI and ML) services, an important class of datacenter applications which
has been leveraging the microservice execution framework.
As a result, it opens up new research questions especially
in the space of multi-tenant execution where multiple jobs,
applications or tenants share common microservices.
Multi-tenant execution has been explored actively in the
context of traditional datacenters and cloud computing frameworks towards improving resource utilization [10, 31, 41,
48]. Prior studies have proposed to co-locate high priority
latency-sensitive applications with other low priority batch
applications [31, 48]. However, the multi-tenant execution
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Figure 1. Sharing the two common microservices between
Image Querying and Intelligent Personal Assistant applications
in a microservice based computing framework would operate on a fundamentally different set of considerations and
assumptions since resource sharing can now be viewed at a
microservice granularity rather than at an entire application
granularity.
Figure 1b illustrates an example scenario in which an
end-to-end Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) application
shares the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and
Question Answering (QA) microservices with an image
based querying application. Each of these applications is
constructed as an amalgamation of different microservices
(or stages). In such a scenario, the execution load in these
particular microservices increases, thereby causing the latency of query execution in stages 2 and 3 to increase. This
increase in latency at specific stages affects the end-to-end
latency of the IPA application, thereby violating service level
agreements (SLAs). This phenomenon is illustrated by Figure 1c and Figure 1a. The x-axis represents the number of
requests served while the y-axis denotes latency. Horizontal
dotted lines separate individual stages. As can be seen, the
SLA violation for the image querying application in Figure 1a
is small, whereas the IPA application suffers heavily from
SLA violation. However, our understanding of the resource

contention need not stop at such an application granularity, unlike traditional private data centers. It can rather be
broken down into contention at the microservice granularity, which makes resource contention management a more
tractable problem.
This fundamentally different characteristic of microservice environments motivates us to rethink the design of
runtime systems that drive multi-tenancy in microservice execution frameworks. Specifically, in virtualized datacenters,
consolidation of multiple latency critical applications is limited, as such scenarios can be performance intrusive. In particular, the tail latency of these latency critical applications
could increase significantly due to the inter-application interference from sharing the hardware resources [31, 32, 48, 51].
Even in a private datacenter, there is limited visibility into
application specific behavior and SLAs, which makes it hard
even to determine the existence of such performance intrusion [27]. As a result, cloud service providers would not be
able to meet SLAs in such execution scenarios that co-locate
multiple latency critical applications. In stark contrast, the
execution flow of requests through individual microservices
is much more transparent.
We observe that this visibility creates a new opportunity
in a microservice-based execution framework and can enable
high throughput from consolidating the execution of multiple latency critical jobs, while still employing fine-grained
task management to prevent SLA violations. In this context,
satisfying end-to-end SLAs merely becomes a function of
meeting disaggregated partial SLAs at each microservice
stage through which requests belonging to individual jobs
propagate. However, focusing on each microservice stage’s
SLAs standalone misses a key opportunity, since we observe
that there is significant variation in the request level execution slack among individual requests of multiple jobs. This
stems from the variability that exists with respect to user
specific SLAs, which we seek to exploit.
In this study, we propose GrandSLAm, a holistic runtime
framework that enables consolidated execution of requests
belonging to multiple jobs in a microservice-based computing framework. GrandSLAm does so by providing a prediction based on identifying safe consolidation to deliver satisfactory SLA (latency) while maximizing throughput simultaneously. GrandSLAm exploits the microservice execution
framework and the visibility it provides especially for AI and
ML applications, to build a model that can estimate the completion time of requests at different stages of a job with high
accuracy. It then leverages the prediction model to estimate
per-stage SLAs using which it (1) ensures end-to-end job
latency by reordering requests to prioritize those requests
with low computational slack, (2) batches multiple requests
to the maximum extent possible to achieve high throughput
under the user specified latency constraints. It is important
to note that employing each of these techniques standalone
does not yield SLA enforcement. An informed combination
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of request re-ordering with a view of end-to-end latency
slack and batching is what yields effective SLA enforcement,
as we demonstrate later in the paper. Specifically, this paper
makes the following contributions:
• Analysis of microservice execution scenarios. Our
investigation observes the key differences between traditional and microservice-based computing platforms –
primarily in the context of visibility into the underlying
microservices that provide exposure to application specific SLA metrics.
• Accurate estimation of completion time at individual microservice stages. We build a model that estimates the completion time of individual requests at the
different microservice stages and hence, the overall time
of completion. We have demonstrated high accuracy in
estimating completion times, especially for AI and ML
microservices.
• Guarantee end-to-end SLAs by exploiting stage level
SLAs. By utilizing the completion time predictions from
the model, we derive individual stage SLAs for each microservice/stage. We then combine this per-stage SLA requirement with our understanding of end-to-end latency
and slack. This enables an efficient request scheduling
mechanism towards the end goal of maximizing server
throughput without violating the end-to-end SLA.
Our evaluations on a real system deployment of a 6 node
CPU cluster coupled with graphics processing accelerators
demonstrates GrandSLAm’s capability to increase the throughput of a datacenter by up to 3× over the state-of-the-art request execution schemes for a broad range of real-world applications. We perform scale-out studies as well that demonstrate increased throughput while meeting SLAs.

2

Background

In this section, we first describe the software architecture
of a typical microservice and its execution framework. We
then describe unique opportunities a microservice framework presents as compared to a traditional datacenter, for
an efficient redesign.
2.1 Microservices Software Architecture
The microservice architecture is gaining popularity among
software engineers, since it enables easier application development and deployment while not having to worry about the
underlying hardware and software requirements. Microservices resemble well-defined libraries that perform specific
functions, which can be exposed to consumers (i.e., application developers) through simple APIs. With the microservice paradigm approach, instead of writing an application
from scratch, software engineers leverage these microservices as building blocks to construct end-to-end applications.
The end-to-end applications consist of a chain of microservices many of which are furnished by the datacenter service
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providers. Microservice based software architectures speed
up deployment cycles, foster application-level innovation
by providing a rich set of primitives, and improve maintainability and scalability, for application classes where the
same building blocks tend to be used in many application
contexts [13].
Traditional, multi-tier architectures compartmentalize application stages based on the nature of services into different tiers. In most cases, application stages belong to either
the presentation layer which focuses on the user interface,
application processing layer in which the actual application execution occurs and the data management layer which
stores data and metadata belonging to the application. This is
fundamentally different from the microservice architecture.
Microservices, at each stage in a multi-stage application, perform part of the processing in a large application. In other
words, one can imagine a chain of microservices to constitute
the application processing layer.
2.2 Microservices Use Cases
With the advent of Serverless Computing design, the microservices paradigm is being viewed as a convenient solution for building and deploying applications. Several cloud
service providers like Amazon (AWS Lambda [3]) and IBM
(IBM Bluemix [29]) utilize the microservice paradigm to offer services to their clients. Typically, microservices hosted
by cloud service providers provide the necessary functionality for each execution stage in every user’s multi-stage
application. In this context, a motivating class of applications that would benefit from the microservice paradigm
is artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) applications [39]. Many of the stages present in the execution pipeline of AI applications are common across other
AI applications [13]. As shown in the example in Figure 1b,
a speech-input based query execution application is constructed as an amalgamation of microservices that performs
speech recognition, natural language understanding, and a
question answering system. Similarly, an image-input based
query system/application also uses several of these same
microservices as its building blocks.
FaaS (Function-as-a-Service) or Serverless based cloud
services contain APIs to define the workflow of a multistage application as a series of steps representing a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG). For instance, some of the workflow
types (DAGs) that are provided by Amazon as defined by
AWS step functions [4] are shown in Figure 2. Elgamal et
al. talk about this in detail [11]. Figure 2 (a) shows the simplest case where the DAG is sequential. From our study, we
were able to find that several real-world applications (Applications Table 3) and customers utilizing AWS Lambda
possess workflow DAGs there were sequential. Figure 2 (b)
shows a workflow DAG with parallel steps in which multiple functions are executed in parallel, and their outputs are
aggregated before the next function starts. The last type of
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workflow DAGs possesses branching steps shown in Figure 2
(c). Such workflows typically have a branch node that has a
condition to decide in which direction the branch execution
would proceed. In our paper, we focus only on sequential
workflows as shown in Figure 2 (a). In Section 5, we will
discuss the limitation of our study and possible extensions
for the complex workflows.
2.3 Challenges
Although the usage and deployment of microservices are fundamentally different from traditional datacenter applications,
the low resource utilization problem persists even in datacenters housing microservices [15, 16, 40]. In order to curb this,
datacenter service providers could potentially allow sharing
of common microservices across multiple jobs as shown in
Figure 1b. However, these classes of applications, being userfacing, are required to meet strict Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) guarantees. Hence, sharing microservices could create
contention, resulting in the violation of end-to-end latency of
individual user-facing applications, thereby violating SLAs.
This is analogous to traditional datacenters where there is a
tendency to actively avoid co-locating multiple user-facing
applications, leading to over-provisioning of the underlying
resources when optimizing for peak performance [6].
2.4 Opportunities
However, the microservice execution environments fundamentally change several operating assumptions present in
traditional datacenters that enable much more efficient multitenancy, while still achieving SLAs. First, the microservice
execution framework enables a new degree of visibility into
an application’s structure and behavior, since an application is comprised of microservice building blocks. This is
different from traditional datacenter applications where the
application is viewed as one monolithic unit. Hence, in such
a traditional datacenter, it becomes very challenging to even
identify, let alone prevent interference between co-running
applications [27, 31, 48]. Second, the granularity of multitenancy and consolidation in a microservice framework is

distinctively different from traditional datacenter systems.
Application consolidation in microservice execution platforms is performed at a fine granularity, by batching multiple requests belonging to different tenants, to the same
microservice [16]. On the other hand, for traditional datacenter applications, multi-tenancy is handled at a very coarse
granularity where entire applications belonging to different
users are co-scheduled [27, 31, 44, 45, 48]. These observations
clearly point to the need for a paradigm shift in the design
of runtime systems that can enable and drive multi-tenant
execution where different jobs share common microservices
in a microservice design framework.
Towards rethinking runtime systems that drive multitenancy in microservice design frameworks, we seek to identify and exploit key new opportunities that exist, in this
context. First, the ability to accurately predict the time
each request spends at a microservice even prior to
its execution opens up a key opportunity towards performing safe consolidations without violating SLAs.
This, when exploited judiciously, could enable the sharing
of microservices that are employed across multiple jobs,
achieving high throughput, while still meeting SLAs. Second, the variability existing in SLAs when multiple latency sensitive jobs are consolidated generates a lot of
request level execution slack that can be distributed
across other requests. In other words, consolidated execution is avoided for requests with low execution slack and vice
versa. These scenarios create new opportunities in the microservice execution framework to achieve high throughput
by consolidating the execution of multiple latency sensitive jobs, while still achieving user-specific SLAs, through
fine-grained task management.

3

Analysis of Microservices

This section investigates the performance characteristics
of emerging AI and ML services utilizing the pipelined microservices. Using that, we develop a methodology that can
accurately estimate completion time for any given request at
each microservice stage prior to its execution. This information becomes beneficial towards safely enabling fine-grained
request consolidation when microservices are shared among
different applications under varying latency constraints.
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IMC

Error (%)

3.1 Performance of Microservices
In this section, we analyze three critical factors that determine the execution time of a request at each microservice
stage: (1) Sharing degree (2) Input size (3) Queuing delay. For this analysis, we select a microservice that performs
image classification (IMC) which is a part of the catalog
of microservices offered by AWS Step Functions [39].
(1) Sharing degree. Sharing degree defines the granularity
at which requests belonging to different jobs (or applications) are batched together for execution. A sharing degree
of one means that the microservice processes only one request at a time. This situation arises where a microservice
instance executing a job restricts sharing its resources simultaneously for requests belonging to other jobs. Requests
under this scheme can achieve low latency at the cost of low
resource utilization. On the other hand, a sharing degree of
thirty indicates that the microservice merges thirty requests
into a single batch to process the requests belonging different jobs simultaneously. Increasing the sharing degree has
demonstrated to increase the occupancy of the underlying
computing platform (especially for GPUs) [16]. However, it
has a direct impact on the latency of the executing requests
as the first request arriving at the microservice would end
up waiting until the arrival of the 30th request when the
sharing degree is 30.
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the impact of sharing degree
on latency and throughput. The inputs that we have used for
studying this effect is a set of images with dimension 128x128.
The horizontal axes on both figure 3a and 3b represent the
sharing degree. The vertical axis in figure 3a and 3b represents latency in milliseconds and throughput in requests per
second respectively. From figures 3a and 3b, we can clearly
see that the sharing degree improves throughput. However,
it affects the latency of execution of individual requests as
well.
(2) Input size. Second, we observe changes in the execution
time of a request by varying its input size. As the input
size increases, additional amounts of computation would be
performed by the microservices. Hence, input sizes play a
key role in determining the execution time of requests. To
study this using the image classification (IMC) microservice,
we obtain request execution times for different input sizes
of images from 64x64 to 256x256. The sharing degree is kept
constant in this experiment. Figure 3c illustrates the findings
of our experiment. We observe that as input sizes increase,
execution time of requests also increase. We also observed
similar performance trends for other microservice types.
(3) Queuing delay. Queuing delay is the last factor that
affects execution time of requests. This is experienced by
requests waiting on previously dispatched requests to be
completed. From our analysis, we observe that there is a
linear relationship between the execution time of a request
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Figure 4. Error(%) in predicting ETC for different input sizes
with increase in the sharing degree (x-axis)

its sharing degree and input size respectively. Queuing delay can be easily calculated at runtime using the execution
sequences of requests, the estimated execution time of individual requests and its preceding requests.
From these observations, we conclude that there is an
opportunity to build a highly accurate performance model
for each microservice that our execution framework can
leverage to enable sharing of resources across jobs. Further,
we also provide capabilities that can control the magnitude
of sharing at every microservice instance. These attributes
can be utilized simultaneously for preventing SLA violations
due to microservice sharing while optimizing for datacenter
throughput.
3.2 Execution Time Estimation Model
Accurately estimating the execution time of a request at each
microservice stage is crucial as it drives the entire microservice execution framework. Towards achieving this, we try
to build a model that calculates the estimated time of completion (ETC) for a request at each of its microservice stages.
The ETC of a request is a function of its compute time on the
microservice and its queuing time (time spent waiting for
the completion of requests that are scheduled to be executed
before the current request).
ETC = Tqueuinд + Tcomput e

(1)

We use a linear regression model to determine theTcomput e
of a request, for each microservice type and the input size,
as a function of the sharing degree.
Y = a + bX

(2)

where X is the sharing degree (batch size) which is an independent variable and Y is the dependent variable that we try
to predict, the completion time of a request. b and a are the
slope and intercepts of the regression equation. Tqueuinд is
determined as the sum of the execution times of the previous
requests that need to be completed before the current request
can be executed on the microservice which can directly be
determined at runtime. Each model obtained is specific to a
single input size. Hence, we design a system where we have
a model for every specific input size that can predict ETC
for varying batch sizes and queuing delays.
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We trained our model for sharing degrees following powers of two to create a predictor corresponding to every microservice and input size pair. We cross validated our trained
model by subsequently creating test beds and comparing the
actual values with the estimated time of completion by our
model. Figure 4 shows the error rate that exists in predicting
the completion time, given a sharing degree for different input sizes. For the image based microservices, the input sizes
utilized are images of dimensions 64, 128 and 256 for small,
medium and large inputs, respectively. These are standardized inputs from publicly available datasets whose details
are enumerated in Table 1. As can be clearly observed from
the graph, the error in predicting the completion time from
our model is around 4% on average. This remains consistent
across other microservices too whose plots are not shown
in the figure to avoid obscurity.
The estimated time of completion (ETC) obtained from our
regression models is used to drive decisions on how to distribute requests belonging to different users across microservice instances. However, satisfying application-specific SLAs
becomes mandatory under such circumstances. For this purpose, we seek to exploit the variability in the SLAs of individual requests and the resulting slack towards building our
request scheduling policy. Later in section 4.2 and 4.3, we
describe in detail the methodology by which we compute
and utilize slack to undertake optimal request distribution
policies.
The ETC prediction model that we have developed is specific towards microservice types whose execution times can
be predicted prior to its execution. Based on our observations, applications belonging to the AI and ML space exhibit
such execution characteristics and fit well towards being
part of microservice execution frameworks hosted at Serverless Computing Infrastructures. However, there exist certain
microservice types whose execution times are highly unpredictable. For instance, an SQL range query’s execution
time and output is dependent both on the input query type
and the data which it is querying. Such microservice types
cannot be handled by our model. We discuss this at much
more detail in Section 5.
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Data normalization. A commonly followed approach in
machine learning is to normalize data before performing
linear regression so as to achieve high accuracy. Towards
this objective, we rescale the raw input data present in both
dimensions in the range of [0, 1], normalizing with respect
to the min and max, as in the equation below.

Microservice cluster

Figure 5. Extracting used microservices from given jobs in
the microservice cluster
of GrandSLAm is to enable high throughput at microservice
instances without violating application specific SLAs. GrandSLAm leverages the execution time prediction models to
estimate request completion times. Along with this GrandSLAm utilizes application/job specific SLAs, to determine
the execution slack of different jobs’ requests at each microservice stage. We then exploit this slack information for
efficiently sharing microservices amongst users to maximize
throughput while meeting individual users’ Service Level
Agreements (SLAs).
4.1 Building Microservice Directed Acyclic Graph
The first step in GrandSlam’s execution flow is to identify
the pipeline of microservices present in each job. For this
purpose, our system takes the user’s job written in a highlevel language such as Python, Scala, etc. as an input ( 1
in Figure 5) and converts it into a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) of microservices ( 2 in Figure 5). Here, each vertex
represents a microservice and each edge represents communication between two microservices (e.g., RPC call). Such
DAG based execution models have been widely adopted
in distributed systems frameworks like Apache Spark [50],
Apache Storm [21], TensorFlow [1],etc. Building a microservice DAG is an offline step that needs to be performed once
before GrandSLAm’s runtime system starts distributing requests across microservice instances.
4.2 Calculating Microservice Stage Slack
The end-to-end latency of a request is a culmination of the
completion time of the request at each microservice stage.
Therefore, to design a runtime mechanism that provides
end-to-end latency guarantees for requests, we take a disaggregated approach. We calculate the partial deadlines at each
microservice stage which every request needs to meet at so
that end-to-end latency targets are not violated. We define
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Figure 6. Microservice stage slack corresponding to different
microservices present in Pose Estimation for Sign Language
application
this as microservice stage slack. In other words, microservice stage slack is defined as the maximum amount of time
a request can spend at a particular microservice stage. Stage
slacks are allocated offline after building the microservice
DAG, before the start of the GrandSLAm runtime system.
Mathematically slack at every stage is determined by calculating the proportion of end-to-end latency that a request
can utilize at each particular microservice stage.
Lm
× SLA
(4)
L a + L b · · · + Lm + . . .
where Lm is the latency of job at stage m and La , Lb . . . are
the latency of the same job at the other stages a, b . . . respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the proportion of time that should
be allocated at each microservice stage for varying batch
sizes, for a real world application called Pose Estimation for
Sign Language. We can clearly see from Figure 6 that the
percentage of time a request would take to complete the
Sequence Learning stage is much higher than the percentage
of time the same request would take to complete the Activity
Pose stage. Using this observation, requests are allocated
stage level execution slacks proportionally.
slackm =

4.3 Dynamic Batching with Request Reordering
GrandSLAm’s final step is an online step orchestrating requests at each microservice stage based on two main objective functions (i) meeting end-to-end latency (ii) maximizing
throughput. For this purpose, GrandSLAm tries to execute
every request that is queued up at a microservice stage in a
manner at which it simultaneously maximizes the sharing
degree while meeting end-to-end latency guarantees. In this
regard, GrandSLAm undertakes two key optimizations: 1
Request reordering and 2 Dynamic batching as depicted
in Figure 7. GrandSLAm through these optimizations tries
to maximize throughput. However, it keeps a check on the
latency of the executing job by comparing slack possessed by
each request (calculated offline as described at 4.2) with its
execution time estimates (obtained from the model described
at Section 3.2).

Figure 7. Request reordering and dynamic batching mechanism
Request reordering. Slack based request reordering is performed at each microservice instance by our runtime system.
The primary objective of our request reordering mechanism
is to prioritize the execution of requests with lower slack
as they possess much tighter completion deadlines. Hence,
our GrandSLAm runtime system reorders requests at runtime that promotes requests with lower slack to the head
of the execution queue. The request reordering mechanism
in Figure 7 illustrates this with an example. Each rectangle
is a request present in the microservice execution and the
number in each rectangle illustrates its corresponding slack
value. On the left, it shows the status before reordering, and
on the middle, it shows the status after reordering.
Dynamic batching. At each microservice stage, once the
requests have been reordered using slack, we identify the
largest sharing degree (actual batch size during execution)
that can be employed such that each request’s execution
time is within the allocated microservice stage slack. Such
a safe identification of the largest sharing degree is done
by comparing the allocated slack obtained by the process
described in Section 4.2 with the execution time estimation
model described in Section 3.2.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the dynamic batching approach
that we employ. The input to the algorithm is a queue of requests sorted by their respective slack values. Starting from
the request possessing the lowest slack value we traverse
through the queue increasing the batch size. We perform this
until increasing batch size violates the sub-stage SLA of individual requests present in the queue. We repeat the request
reordering and dynamic batching process continuously as
new incoming requests arrive from time to time. Figure 7
shows how the dynamic batching is used in our system from
the middle part to the right part.
4.4 Slack Forwarding
While performing slack based request scheduling in multistage applications, we observed a common scenario. There
is always some leftover slack that remains unused for many
requests. For instance, at the first stage if the best ETC value
provided for a request is 100ms and the slack allocated for
that stage is 135ms, there is 35ms (135ms - 100ms) leftover
slack. We reutilize this remaining slack, by performing slack
forwarding, wherein we carry forward the unused slack on
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic batching algorithm
1: procedure DynBatch(Q )
▷ Queue of requests
2:
st ar t I dx = 0
3:
Sl ackq = 0
4:
ex ecut ed = 0
5:
l en = l enдth(Q )
6:
while ex ecut ed ≤ QSize do
▷ All are not batched
7:
window = 0
8:
par t Q = Q [st ar t idx : l enдth]
9:
window = дet Max BatchSizeU nder S LA(par t Q, Sl ackq )
10:
st ar t I dx = st ar t I dx + window
11:
Sl ackq = Sl ackq + l at ency
12:
ex ecut ed = ex ecut ed + window
13:
end while
14: end procedure
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Figure 8. Forwarding unused slack in the ASR stage to the
NLU stage
to the subsequent microservice stages. Figure 8 exemplifies
the case where the unused slack in the ASR stage can be
forwarded into the next NLU microservice stage. This has
increased the overall request slack in the later stages of execution in a multi-stage application enabling higher sharing
degrees.

5

Discussion

Our approach requires an accurate estimation of the execution time at each microservice stage. For this purpose, it
becomes essential to determine the factors affecting the execution time of microservices. This motivated us to develop
an execution time estimation (ETC) model based on a set of
factors based on the application space we have considered.
In this study, we analyzed the performance characteristics of
AI and ML related microservices as these applications were
well suited to be hosted on the microservice architecture.
In this context, we observed two distinct characteristics in
the AI and ML space. First, batching multiple requests into
a single large one is widely used in these microservices to
improve the resource utilization of the computing devices.
For this purpose, these microservices performs preprocessing of inputs (e.g., resizing images in image classifications,
splitting voice inputs in speech recognition, chunking words
in natural language processing) to fit in a single batch for

simultaneous execution. Second, many of the AI applications exhibit the pipelined execution of microservices. Image
recognition, an application from AWS Step Functions [39]
is one such example. Such simple linear pipelines make it
much easier to design slack-based optimizations introduced
in Section 4.
Limitations. However, we anticipate that our methodology
cannot be applied directly to microservice types other than
AI and ML space. For example, a simple model that we have
proposed is not sufficient for other types of microservices
which do not batch queries belonging to different applications. For example, the execution time of the microservices
executing SQL range queries, will be sensitive on both the input query and output results. In other words, similar queries
executed on different datasets might possess different execution times. In such circumstances, it requires a much more
detailed analysis and investigation on application types for
building much more sophisticated models. In addition to that,
the complex microservice topologies such as general graphs
and conditional execution have not been considered in this
study. It is challenging for GrandSLAm in its existing form to
calculate slacks in cases where different requests take different paths at runtime or need to perform a few microservices
in parallel. These are some of the limitations of GrandSLAm
which we plan to investigate in the near future.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate GrandSLAm’s policy and also
demonstrate its effectiveness in meeting service level agreements (SLAs), while simultaneously achieving high throughput in datacenters that house microservices.
6.1

Experimental Environments

Infrastructure. We evaluate GrandSLAm on a testbed consisting of 100 docker containers. Each container has a single
2.4 GHz CPU core, 2GB of RAM and runs Ubuntu 16.10.
GrandSLAm is evaluated on both CPU as well as GPU platforms as enumerated in Table 2. Today’s datacenters house
different kinds of accelerators improving the performance
of AI and ML applications [16, 17, 34, 36, 38]. We setup a
topology of services and processes according to that of IBM
Bluemix [13]. In other words, each microservice executes
on containerized execution environments. We use docker
containers for this purpose.
Microservice types. Table 1 shows the list of microservices
that we have utilized in our experiments. POS, CHK, and
NER microservices utilize the kernels from Djinn&Tonic [16]
suite which in turn uses SENNA [9]. Similarly, ASR microservice utilizes kernels from Djinn& Tonic suite [16], which in
turn uses Kaldi [37]. IMC, FACED, FACER, AP, HS, QA,
and SL microservices are implemented using TensorFlow
framework version 1.0 [1].
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Type

Application

Input Sizes

Image Classification
(IMC)
Face Detection
(FACED)
Image Services
Facial Recognition (FACER)
Human Activity Pose
(AP)
Human Segmentation
(HS)
Speech Recognition
(ASR)
Speech Services
Text to Speech
(TTS)
Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS)
Word Chuncking
(CHK)
Name Entity Recognition (NER)
Text Services
Question Answering
(QA)
Sequence Learning
(SL)
General Purpose NoSQL Database
(NoSQL)
Services
Web Socket Programmig (WS)
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Output

Probability of an object
Facial Key Points
64X64, 128X128
Probability of a person
and 256 X 256 images
Probability of a pose
Presence of a body part
Raw text
52.3KB, 170.2KB audio
Audio output
WordâĂŹs part of speech eg. Noun
Label Words as begin chunk etc.
text containing 4-70
Labels words
words per sentence
Answer for question
Translated text
Directory input
Output of Query
Text, image
Data communication

Network

Type

Layers

Parameters

Alexnet
Xception
VGGNet
deeppose
VGG16
NNet3
WaveNet
SENNA
SENNA
SENNA
MemNN
seq2seq
N/A
N/A

CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
DNN
DNN
DNN
DNN
DNN
RNN
RNN
N/A
N/A

8
9
14
8
16
13
15
3
3
3
2
3
N/A
N/A

15M
58K
40M
40M
138M
30M
12M
180K
180K
180K
43K
3072
N/A
N/A

Table 1. Summary of microservices and their functionality

Table 2. Experimental platforms
Application

Description

Provides answers to queries that
are given as input through voice.
Generates natural language descriIMG-Query
ptions of the images as output.
Analyzes interrogative images
POSE-Sign
and provides answers.
Scans images to detect the presence
FACE-Security
of identified humans.
Detects in real time the onset
DETECT-Fatigue
of sleep in fatigued drivers.
Translation
Performs language translation.
IPA-Query

Baseline
Baseline + reordering

100

ASR→NLP→QA
IMG→NLP→QA
AP→NLP→QA→SL
FACED→FACER
HS→AP→FACED→FACER
SL QA NoSQL

Baseline + dynamic batching
GrandSLAm

80
60
40
20
0

WL1

Pipelined microservices

Table 3. Applications used in evaluation
Applications

SLA violations (%)

Microarchitecture

Intel Xeon E5-2630 @2.4 GHz Sandy Bridge-EP
Intel Xeon E3-1420 @3.7 GHz Haswell
Nvidia GTX Titan X
Maxwell
GeForce GTX 1080
Pascal

WL2

WL3

(a) Percentage of requests that violate SLA
99% Tail Latency (ms)

CPU/GPU config

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

WL1

WL2

WL3

(b) 99th Percentile tail latency of each application

Figure 9. Comparing the effect of different components
present in GrandSLAm’s policy

Shared microservices

WL1 IMG-Query, FACE-Security, DETECT-Fatigue, POSE-Sign QA, FACED, FACER, AP
NLU, QA
WL2 IPA-Query, POSE-Sign, Translation
WL3 I/O-IPA-Query, I/O-Sign, I/O-Translation
NLU, NoSQL

Table 4. Workload scenarios

Load generator/Input. To evaluate the effectiveness of
GrandSLAm, we design a load generator that submits user
requests following a Poisson distribution that is widely used
to mimic cloud workloads [33]. The effect of performance
degradation at multi-tenant execution scenarios is luminous
extensively at servers handling high load. Hence, our experiments are evaluated at scenarios in datacenters where the
load is high. Such a distribution has been used by several
prior works on multi-stage applications [42, 47, 49]. The SLA
that we use for each application is obtained and calculated
from the methodology proposed by PowerChief [49]. Table 4 shows the workload table and the microservices that
are shared when they are executed together. For each microservice request we have evaluated our methodology using
inputs that correspond to data that is available from open
source datasets.

6.2 Achieving Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of GrandSLAm in achieving Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for the workload scenarios enumerated in Table 4. For this purpose, we introduce
reordering and batching incrementally over the baseline system and try to study its effects on the percentage of SLA
violations.
6.2.1 Reducing SLA Violations
For this experiment, we deployed a docker container instance for each microservice type. Communication across
microservice instances within the cluster happens through
web sockets. Under this experimental setup, we first obtain
the percentage of requests violating SLA under a baseline
scheme which executes requests (i)in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) fashion (ii)without sharing the microservices. Subsequently, we introduce a request re-ordering scheme that
executes requests in an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) fashion to compare it with the baseline system. Similarly, we
also execute requests in a situation where requests share
microservice instances(using query batching) to see how it
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Figure 10. Comparing the cumulative distribution function of latencies for prior approaches and GrandSLAm.
improves performance. Lastly, we compare GrandSLAm with
these schemes to illustrate its effectiveness. Our experiment
keeps the input load constant at fixed Requests per Second
(RPS) while comparing each policy.
Figure 9 shows the results of this experiment. From Figure 9a, we can clearly see that for a given workload, almost
all of the requests violate SLAs under the baseline and reordering policies. However, the effect is much amortized
when requests are grouped together in batches. This is because batching can improve the overall latency of a multitude of requests collectively [16]. This is clearly evident from
the percentage of requests violated under baseline+dynamic
batching policy. GrandSLAm utilizes best of both the policies
where it ends up having a low percentage of requests that
violate SLAs.

6.3 Comparing with Prior Techniques
Prior approaches which try to solve this problem are categorized based on their respective (i) batching policies for aggregating requests and (ii) slack calculation policies for reordering requests. Most relevant work use a no-batching policy
where they do not batch multiple requests. Djinn&Tonic [16]
utilizes a static batching policy where they used a fixed batch
size for all applications. However, we propose a dynamic
batching technique which varies the batch size based on the
slack available for each request. Again, with respect to slack
calculation policy, prior approaches [21, 50] utilize an equal
division slack allocation (ED) policy which equally divides
slack across individual microservice stages. Certain other
approaches utilize a first-in-first-out policy while most approaches utilize earliest deadline first (EDF) slack allocation
policy [42, 47]. However, we propose a slack calculation policy which allocates slack taking into account the intrinsic

variation present in the execution time of different computational stages. This is explained in Section 4.2.
We derive 4 baselines on equal division policy. ED-NB
(equal division no batch) disables batching, ED-30 and ED-50
statically fix batch size to 30 and 50 respectively, and ED-DNB
(equal division dynamic batch) utilizes the dynamic batching
approach proposed by GrandSLAm along with the ED policy.
We also derive 4 baselines on using earliest deadline first policy: EDF-NB, EDF-30, EDF-50 and EDF-DNB, respectively.
GrandSLAm’s policy is abbreviated as GS in our graphs.
6.3.1 Reordering Requests based on Slack
In this subsection, we quantify the effectiveness of GrandSLAm’s slack calculation and reordering policy by comparing it with ED and EDF. We illustrate this using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of latencies, as shown in
Figure 10. We have used the same experimental setup where
the configuration of the input load and the number of microservice instances remains constant.
Figures 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d compare the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the policies EDF-DYN, EDF-50,
ED-DYN, and ED-30, respectively with GrandSLAm. The horizontal axis denotes time. The vertical axis denotes the CDF
of the percentage of requests executed at a particular time.
The dashed lines correspond to the target SLAs that individual applications are subjected to meet. For each figure, the
graph in the left portrays the CDF of the baseline techniques
(EDF-DYN, EDF-50, ED-DYN, and ED-30) and the graph in
the right portrays the CDF of GrandSLAm. The green shaded
portion illustrates the leftover slack at the final stage when
requests execute before the deadline. The red shaded portion
illustrates slack violation when requests execute after the
deadline has passed. In an ideal case, both green and red portions should be minimized. In other words, requests should
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Figure 11. Comparing the latency of workloads under different policies. GrandSLAm has the lowest average and tail latency.
be reordered and batched in such a way that it neither passes
the deadline nor executes way ahead of the deadline. Executing way ahead of the deadline restricts requests with lower
slack to stall creating a situation where other requests end up
violating SLAs. In an ideal situation, slack remaining should
be transferred to the requests who are about to violate slack.
From these graphs, we draw the following conclusion. As
shown in Figure 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d requests reordering
policies proposed by prior literature creates a situation where
a few requests execute much before the expected deadline
while other requests end up violating the SLAs.
Figure 10a and 10b compare EDF with GrandSLAm. EDF’s
slack allocation policy for each request is agnostic to the intrinsic variation present in the microservice execution stages
within an application. Hence, in many instances, it underestimates execution times of requests and performs aggressive
batching. As a result of this, some requests complete their
execution well ahead of the latency targets while other requests end up violating SLAs. GrandSLAm, on the other hand,
avoids this situation by allocating slack that is proportional
to the time that would be taken at each stage. GrandSLAm
performs judicious batching while limiting aggressive batching by introducing sub-stage SLAs. This is clearly illustrated
in Figure 10a. Pose and IPA are two applications present
in WL2. Under EDF’s policy, we see that the requests corresponding to the Pose application complete well ahead of
time (as shown in the green patch). However, a substantial
number of requests corresponding to the IPA violate SLAs(as
shown in the red patch). GrandSLAm, on the other hand,
carefully reallocates slack among applications. Hence, the
execution of requests with abundant slack is stalled until
just before the deadline thereby allowing requests with less

amount of slack to be executed, preventing them from violating SLAs. The can clearly be seen in Figure 10a as the
amount of green and red patches are much lesser for GrandSLAm. A similar phenomenon can be witnessed for EDF’s
static batching policy with batch size 50 in Figure 10b.
Figure 10c and 10d compare ED with GrandSLAm. The major drawback of the ED technique lies in its inability to gauge
the slack that should be allocated in each stage. This is clearly
illustrated in Figure 10c and 10d. In many cases, it wrongly
allocates more slack to requests that do not require it, while
depriving other requests that actually need slack. This introduces additional queuing time, thereby violating the SLA for
a substantial amount of requests. This could be avoided if
slack is being distributed judiciously across requests. GrandSLAm is cognizant of this need and hence, predicts the appropriate amount of compute time required for each stage
and allocates slack proportionally.
6.3.2 Dynamic Batching for Latency Reduction
In order to study the effects of dynamic batching, we compare
GrandSLAm with all our baseline policies. Figure 11 and 12
illustrate the results of this experiment. In Each stacked bar
in Figure 11a and 11b represents the average latencies and
the tail latencies of the applications respectively. The policies in each figure are ordered starting from ED-NB followed
by ED-30, ED-50, ED-DYN, EDF-NB, EDF-30, EDF-50,
EDF-DYN concluding with GrandSLAm as GS respectively.
GrandSLAm is distinctively distinguished from other bars
by hatching it with slanting lines. The color in the stacked
graph corresponds to either queuing latency experienced at
any stage or the compute latency at individual microservice
stages. The different components of this plot are stacked

breaking the end-to-end latency as queuing latency or compute stage delay over time (which is why there is a queuing
latency stack after each stage). As can be seen in Figure 11a,
GrandSLAm achieves the lowest latency across all policies.
GrandSLAm is able to meet the required SLA for almost every request, as compared to prior policies that violate SLAs
for several of these requests. We draw the following insights
into why prior policies are ineffective in meeting SLAs.
No batching techniques. The latency of requests is completely dominated by the queueing latency when employing
techniques that don’t perform batching, namely ED-NB and
EDF-NB. Hench, such policies are undesirable.
Static batching techniques. In view of the clear disadvantage when requests are not batched, statically batching them
is one of the simplest policies that can be employed to improve throughput. However, latencies and SLAs could be
compromised if they are not batched judiciously.
Assigning a large fixed batch size for execution can critically violate the latency of many requests within that particular batch. Let us take WL1 for example. From Figure 11a
and 11b we see that employing a fixed batch size (batch size
50) under EDF policy violates SLA only by a small proportion. However, it violates the SLA for most requests present
in the workload. This can be seen in Figure 12 where the
percentage of violations for WL1 under ED-50 goes up to
60%. This is caused because of using a large batch size resulting in a situation where every request ends up violating
the SLA especially at the last stage of the application. This is
because a fixed batch size is not aware of the latencies and
slack of requests that are executing at a point in time. This
is an unfavorable outcome especially for applications that
require strict latency targets.
To remedy this, employing smaller batch sizes could be
viewed as a favorable solution. However, smaller batch sizes
can be conservative, thereby not being able to exploit the
potential opportunities where aggressive batching can increase throughput while still meeting the latency constraints.
Furthermore, small batch sizes could also cause excessive
queuing. Specifically, when requests are grouped with small
batch sizes, the first few batches might have low queuing
delays. However subsequent batches of requests would end
up waiting for a substantial period of time for the execution
of prior batches of requests to complete, thereby affecting the
end-to-end latency. This increase in queueing latency at the
later stages can be clearly seen in situations created by WL2
(from figure 11a and 11b ) where policies ED-30 and EDF-30
violates SLAs both in terms of average latencies as well as
tail latencies. Additionally, many requests also violate SLAs
as queuing becomes a huge problem due to large batch sizes.
This can be seen in figure 12. These observations strongly
motivate a dynamic batching policy where batch sizes are
determined online, during runtime, depending upon each
application’s latency constraints.
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Figure 12. Percentage of requests violating SLAs under different schemes
Dynamic batching. Equal Division dynamic batching, Earliest Deadline First dynamic batching and Grand Slam determines appropriate batch sizes during runtime. The difference
between these three policies is the way by which they compute slack. Once slack is computed, the largest batch size
which accommodates all the requests without violating its
slack is obtained during runtime. For Equal Division dynamic
batching, slack for each request is a fair share from the SLA
for each stage in the end-to-end pipeline. For instance, for an
application consisting of 3 stages, each request of that application is estimated to have a slack of 33% of the SLA at each
stage. Earliest Deadline first approach, however, undertakes
a greedy approach wherein the slack for each request of an
application at each stage is the remaining time the request
possesses before it would end up violating the SLA. GrandSLAm is unique and distinct from all these mechanisms. We
adopt the methodology elaborated in Section 4.2 that is cognizant of the volume of computation each individual stage
performs.
In Figures 11a and 11b we clearly see that both Equal
Division dynamic batching and Earliest Deadline First dynamic batching perform poorly. This is due to the following
reasons. First, the policy that Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
utilizes to determine the appropriate batch size for a set of
requests is a greedy policy. EDF dynamically selects batch
sizes for the requests aggressively until there is remaining
slack. Although this can be beneficial for traditional datacenter applications where execution can only be thought of
as single stage and monolithic, such an approach performs
poorly at microservice execution framework that possesses
multistage execution pipelines. This is due to the fact that
when requests reach the final stages of execution, they have
a limited amount of slack, which in turn restricts the amount
of batching possible to avoid potential SLA violations due
to excessive batching. Such a policy has two key downsides,
First, it increases the queuing time for subsequent requests
thereby increasing the of those requests. This has a negative
impact especially on the tail latency of applications as shown
in figure 11b. Second, it becomes difficult to identify the exact
individual stage that was the causing this bottleneck. As a
result, the command center will perform non-optimal remediation where unwanted instances would be scaled up leading
to high resource utilization. This is experimentally validated

Throughput (QPS)
normalized to GrandSLAm
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Figure 13. Throughput gains from GrandSLAm
in section 6.4.2. Third, equal division dynamic batching introduces a fair share of sub-stage SLA for each stage. This can
restrict microservices from batching aggressively at a single
stage. It can also identify the exact microservice instance
that was responsible for end-to-end SLA violation. Such a
policy, on the one hand, can address the high tail latency
problem that exists in the Earliest Deadline First’s aggressive
and greedy dynamic batching approach. However, on the
other hand, it neglects the fact that the computation time
at each stage is very different. Hence, in many scenarios, it
does not exploit the full benefits of batching for stages that
have high slack. For example, during the final stage in WL2
shown in figure 11a and figure 11b, if all the requests have
been batched, the percentage of requests that would have
violated slack would be much lower. However, the equal
division policy cannot exploit this opportunity resulting in
an increased latency of requests.
GrandSLAm. Our technique, on the other utilizes a hybrid
approach by exploiting the advantages of dynamic batching as well as enabling sub stage cut off slacks. GrandSLAm
utilizes a weighted sub-stage SLA slack based on the computational requirements of each stage and an online dynamic
batching technique. As a result, GrandSLAm is able to outperform all prior approaches and achieve a much lower average
and tail latency as shown in figures 11a and 11b.
6.4 GrandSLAm Performance
In this section, we evaluate GrandSLAm’s capability in increasing datacenter throughput and server utilization, while
guaranteeing Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for the workload scenarios enumerated in Table 4.
6.4.1 Throughput Increase
In this section, we demonstrate the throughput benefits of
GrandSLAm, as compared to the state-of-the-art techniques
at scale-out environments. We compare the different execution policies by constructing a real-time simulational experimental setup consisting of a 1000 node CPU and GPU
enabled cluster. As executing AI applications in accelerator
platforms is becoming more common, we try to evaluate our
technique at both CPU and GPU platforms. For GPU based
experiments the executing workloads do not utilize the CPU
and are executed only in the GPU device and vice versa. Additionally, to mimic scale out execution scenarios, we collect
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performance telemetry of workload scenarios for multiple
execution runs. We then extrapolate the performance telemetry to obtain data nearly equivalent to the amount of data
being collected at large scale datacenter. On top of that, we
build a simulation infrastructure that mimics GrandSLAm’s
execution model at a larger scale. We also fix our application
specific SLA, instance count and the server configuration
across experimental runs. We ensure that every request executing across the end-to-end pipeline meets the latency
constraints. Under such situations, we observe the throughput gains corresponding to each execution policy.
Figure 13 illustrates the throughput gains of GrandSLAm
compared to state of the art execution policies. Each bar
represents the average number of Requests executed per
Second (RPS) across all the applications and workload scenarios enumerated in Table 4, normalized to the average QPS
of GrandSLAm. We normalize with respect to GrandSLAm
since the best prior technique is different for the CPU and
GPU systems. We clearly see that GrandSLAm outperforms
other execution policies. The graph on the left is the average
throughput for executing the workloads on a CPU cluster
while the graph on the right illustrates the results of the
same experiment on a GPU platform. An interesting observation consistent across both CPU and accelerator platforms
is that the static batching techniques consistently outperform the dynamic batching techniques. This is because, dynamic batching, for instance, in the context of time trader,
aggressively batches requests initially. However, requests
get stalled during the terminal stages resulting in decreased
throughput. On the contrary, equal division misjudges the
proportion of slack that is to be allocated. As a result, the
policy restricts aggressive batching during scenarios where
latency does not take a hit. This results in low throughput.
On an average we obtain up to 3× performance on the GPU
platform and around 2.2× performance on the CPU server
cluster, over the best prior mechanism.
6.4.2 Reduced Overheads
In this section, we illustrate the decrease in the number of microservice instances when employing GrandSLAm’s execution policy. Under fixed latency and throughput constraints,
we try to obtain the number of microservice instances of each
type that is required for executing the workloads enumerated
in Table 4 in a scale-out fashion similar to section 6.4.1.
Figure 14 compares the instance count for GrandSLAm and
prior works. The top graph corresponds to CPU performance
while the bottom graph corresponds to GPU performance.
We can see that GrandSLAm reduces instance count significantly on both the CPU and GPU platforms. Additionally,
GrandSLAm’s instance count reduction is higher on the GPU
platform. This is intuitive as GPUs are devices that are optimized to provide high throughput. Overall, we conclude that
GrandSLAm is able to effectively meet SLAs while achieving
high throughput at low instance counts.
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Figure 14. Decrease in number of servers due to GrandSLAm
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Related Work

Prior literature on guaranteeing response latency falls into
two primary categories: Improving QoS without violating
latency constraints and managing SLAs in multi-stage applications.
7.1 Improving QoS without Latency Violation
Prior work on addressing response latency variation and
providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees have primarily
been in the context of traditional datacenters [10, 31, 35, 48].
Bubble-Up [31] and Bubble-Flux [48] quantify contention for
last level cache and memory bandwidth towards enabling
co-location of a latency critical application alongside batch
applications. However, these techniques prioritize the latency critical user-facing application and end up significantly
hurting the performance of the co-running batch applications. Paragon [10] and Whare-Map [30] utilize runtime
systems using machine learning techniques like collaborative filtering and sensitivity analysis towards identifying the
right amount of resources required for guaranteeing QoS in
heterogeneous datacenters. However, these techniques are
designed for traditional datacenter applications like memcached, web search, etc. There is some prior literature that
attempts to estimate performance at co-located situations
in accelerator environments [2, 7, 8, 23, 28, 43]. Baymax [8]
predicts the behavior of tasks executing in a GPU accelerator
context. Prophet [7] models the interference across accelerator resources in co-located execution scenarios. However,
neither of these techniques caters to the needs of a microservice execution framework, as they do not tackle the challenge
of providing solutions for guaranteeing latency for applications containing multiple stages.
7.2 Managing SLAs in Multi-Stage Applications
Recent prior studies have identified the advantages of applications that are composed of multiple stages, especially its
ease of deployment [12, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 38, 42, 46]. Under
such scenarios, support for multi-tenancy as well as schemes
to abstract users from the impact of multi-tenancy would be
critical. However, explorations in this direction by companies such as Facebook [26], Microsoft [22, 38] and academic
institutions neglect multi-tenant execution scenarios [47, 49].
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However, the most relevant prior studies that have looked
into multi-stage applications from the academic standpoint
are as follows:
TimeTrader. [47] addresses the problem of meeting application specific latency targets for multi request execution in
Online Data Intensive applications (OLDIs). Towards meeting that objective, they employ a mechanism that tries to
reorder requests that contain varying slack using merely an
Earliest Deadline First scheduling methodology. However,
this technique assumes that the applications contain a single
processing stage and fails to acknowledge the intrinsic latency variance across multiple stages. Hence, it deprioritizes
requests assuming to contain relaxed latency constraints,
however, would be subjected to a bulk of compute at its
later stages. This leads to diminished effectiveness in mitigating response latency for multi-stage applications, as we
quantitatively show in Section 6.
PowerChief. [49] seeks to identify the bottleneck stages
present in multi-stage voice and image based intelligent
personal assistant applications towards employing dynamic
voltage frequency scaling to boost partial execution stages.
However, PowerChief does not strive to guarantee SLAs at
a request level. Furthermore, the proposed solution is not
generalized for a microservice execution framework which
handles requests from multiple tenants and focuses on a
particular class of applications.
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Conclusion

Microservice execution framework is rapidly transforming
the operation of datacenters. It offers significantly more
transparency into the underlying application execution than
monolithic applications. Such visibility is a key enabler towards co-locating multiple latency critical applications on
the same systems and still meeting SLAs. In the face of such
visibility and changing opportunities, there is a clear need
to rethink runtime systems and frameworks.
Towards this end, we present GrandSLAm, a runtime system that exploits this visibility along with identifying slack
in individual queries of different applications. GrandSLAm
enables multiple tenants to meet their SLAs, while achieving high throughput and utilization, with no performance
overhead or programmer support. Therefore, we conclude
that GrandSLAm can be an efficient substrate for current
and future datacenter environments housing microservice
execution frameworks.
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